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Abstract 
Along with the development of the electronic accounting machine and the 
communication, human-beings have gradually entered the information society. The 
information and the material as well as the energy have become a kind of the basic 
producer of the society, and it also plays vital role in social activity. Moreover to the 
usage and the processing of the information and the data, people are entering to the 
automated, networking and the socialized stage. Therefore, to develop the volunteers 
registration management system is of great importance to the volunteers management 
section, the application of the system may effectively enhance the relation and the 
work exchange of the volunteer management section in order to realize the 
comprehensive work information transmission. 
The registration of volunteer management system is mainly to do the 
management job for the registered volunteers. To the related problems of managing 
volunteers, this dissertation analysis the status of the development of the volunteer 
management system, moreover it elaborates the purpose of it. The affirmation of the 
system realized volunteers registration,  volunteers inquiry, volunteers service team 
inquiry, the volunteers service time inquiry. Furthermore, this system could help to 
view various information, it has the function of the information browsing, inquiry, 
increase, deletion, revision. To the analysis of the Database Technology, Programming 
Language and Users requirements, it makes sure to use VisualBasic6.0 in the 
beginning and Access2003 in the end. 
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Microsoft公司的Visual Basic.Microsoft公司的Visual C.Borland公司的Delphi. 










































































生成可执行文件(.EXE)，脱离 Visual Basic环境，直接在Windows环境下运行。 




























































数据，一个 Query是一个用于指定数据库中行和列的 SELECT语句。 
现在比较流行的大中型关系型数据库有 IBM  DB2、Oracle、SQL  Server、
SyBase、Informix等，常用的小型数据库有 Access、Pradox、Foxpro等，现在个
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